
LATE teenage

16-17 YRS

adult

18+ YRS

Kicking

Handling

Movement

the coach

Punt kick

Jumping

ENVIROnMENT

the player the game

age 7-9

Right Hand
Right FootLeft Hand
Left Foot

Stationary Catch – Body/Low/High

Tackle

Use Four Steps, 
One Handed Bounce
Solo

Near Hand Tackle

Body Resistance Exercises

Agility

Variation. Coach open to trial & error

Well organised/planned sessions

Maximise all coaching resources 
to increase knowledge

Guide children. Don’t tell them

Be a role model

Convey Enthuasiasm

Small sided games, 3v3, 
4v4, 6v6, 7v7 MAX

Zones can be used to stop
 bunching of players.

Player fouled takes Free

Players sample all positions.

Every child has their own ball at home. 
Play against a wall, with a friend, with 

group of friends.

Coach to player ratio 1:8

Be sensitive to each players 
development needs

Discovery/Exploration

Actual game results are 
secondary

Enjoying Gaelic Football is
 most important 

Only goes flat out – 
no sense of pace

Need approval from coach/parents

Like to show off individual skills

Small group activities are vital for 
improvement

Imagine themselves as inter county 
players to improve skills
 

Fun Squat preformed through 
“laying an Egg” game Balance & 
Strength improved through Fun 

Tug of War Games

Running         Speed Developed through 
Fun Games – i.e. Chasing Games

Jump for distance & in all directions

Jump for distance & in all directions

Decision Making

Zones
Use zones for basic positional 
understanding

Players play all positions to 
experience attack & defence

 Small sided games crucial for 

Call for the ball

Basic Communication

Players encouraged to move into 
space
 
Devise gamesthat require 
players to look up

LATE GO GAMES

EARLY GO GAMES

NURSERY

10-11 yrs

7-9 yrs

4-6 yrs

early teenage

12-13 yrs

mid teenage

14-15 yrs
Coachability 

of Players

Ask players imagine 
themselves as role models to 

improve skills

Use trigger words to develop 
concentration

ps
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK

Develop basic awareness of perfor-
mance through outcomes e.g. Target 

scores in a minute



age 7-9 football sample session

games based

coaching

Ensure the warm up is fun

Ensure there are plenty of ball contacts

Ensure all players are active all of the time.

Make it a game

GAMES BASED ACTIVITY

Mark out a circle and divide players into three teams

One team in side circle, two teams outside circle working together.

Players inside the circle try to keep the circle clear of footballs by 

punt kicking balls out.

Outside players must return the balls to circle

Rotate the teams to ensure all teams have a turn inside the circle.

Mark out 4 cones approx 20M apart

One player at each cone

Ball is punt kicked along the line of players

After a set time change players positions at cones.

Challenge the players through 1/relay race  2/left & right foot 3/ball 

can’t touch the ground relay race.

Organise the players into two even teams. Max 7v7

Restrict players to one play of the ball before playing it 

away

The player who is fouled takes the free

When a player fouls the ball the opponent nearest takes 

the free kick

Intervention (Fix the Skill)

Game

Organisation

Organisation

Organisation

After warm up maintain the fun emphasis through 

game based activity

Ensure skill is practised on left and right

Design the activity for multiple 
possessions for each player

Stop the activity every 2mins to reset and maintain 

organisation

Complete the main part of session with a Go Game

Coach to move around the pitch in order to 

communicate with all players

Use skill points to focus on development of certain 

skills e.g. Point for high catch

Stop game when needed to re organise and deliver 

coaching points

After the Games Based Activity select a skill that needs 

improvement

Set up activity so that players get high volume of ball 

contacts

Use trigger words to help the players focus on a key 

aspect of the skill

Use basic scoring systems to set targets for the players 

e.g. Relay race

key principlesOrganisationwarm up ACTIVITY

2 Players are chosen as chasers

All other players line up side by side with a ball. Make a tail for each 

player using a bib or tag.

On whistle players with ball try to run from one side to the other with 

chasers trying to grab their tails
.
When caught, players become chasers. Game continues until all 

players are caught.

key principles

key principles

key principles


